
Efforts towards carbon neutrality
in Nasushiobara City



1 Overview of Nasushiobara City-1
A rural city near Tokyo with a history of reclamation.
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【Terrain】
Nasushiobara City is located 150km north of Tokyo, 
a 70-minute ride on the Shinkansen.
The northwestern part of the city is mountainous, 
while  the southeastern part is a fan-shaped area of 
gently sloping flat land. 

【Population】 about 115,000 people
【Area】 592.74 ㎢

【History】
The land used to be an uninhabitable and barren wilderness. 
Large-scale reclamation began about 140 years ago.
Nasu Canal was constructed as a national project to obtain 
water.
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1 Overview of Nasushiobara City-2
Regional city with a thriving agriculture , dairy farming , and tourism industry.
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【Agriculture】
Dairy farming（raw milk outputs is 2nd in Japan),
Highland vegetables（spinach, Japanese white 
radish), paddy rice, strawberry and so on

【Tourism】
Hot spring（over 1200 years of history), historical 
legacy of reclamation, ski resort and so on
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1 Overview of Nasushiobara City-3
City with German connections

【Shuzo Aoki（1844-1914）】
Studied in Germany and stayed there for 
25 years as a diplomat.
As  an expert of Germany, he introduced 
the political system and culture of 
Germany to Japan.

© Nasushiobara City Board of Education© Nasushiobara City Board of Education
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【Former Aoki Family’s Villa】
Shuzo Aoki built the German-style Villa in Nasu, 
which was later designated as a National 
Important Cultural Property in 1991.
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2 Greenhouse gas emissions of Nasushiobara City
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3 Reduction target for greenhouse gas emissions
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December 3,2019

Declaration of 
｢Net zero CO2 emissions｣

Mayor. Michitaro Watanabe

Medium-term Goals
（FY 2030） 50％ reduction compared to FY2013

Long-term Goals
（FY 2050） Net zero emissions
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4 Renewable energy introduction potential
Potentiality of renewables resides if geographical characteristics are duly applied
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Installation capacity
【year 2020】

Installation target
【year 2050】

Renewable
electricity

Solarpower 208 MW 280 MW
Small and 

medium hydro 1.4 MW 6.2 MW

Biomass 1.2 MW 3.9 MW

Geothermal ー 15 MW

Onshore wind ー 137 MW

Renewable
heat

Hot spring heat ー 140 TJ

Biomass ー 9.1 TJ

Geothermal heat ー 7,100 TJ



5 Renewable electricity based on regional characteristics.

Nasushiobara city 7Small hydro power generation by Nasu Canal

Biogas power generation using 
cattle manure

Solar power Biomass power generation using 
scrap wood from lumbering
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6 Nasunogahara Green Project

① Utilization of regional 
renewable energy sources

② Energy conservation of 
facilities and equipment

③ Adaptation to Climate Change

④ Cross-cutting issues

〇 「If you live here , you will survive」 Initiatives to build sustainable town.

〇 Realize a regional circulation of economy and resources and
build a disaster resilient city with the environmental policies.



① Utilization of regional renewable energy sources

〇 Establishment of new regional electric power companies
〇 Installation of solar power generation , storage batteries , etc. 

at city-owned facilities like designated evacuation sites 
〇 Construction of Zero Carbon District

② Energy conservation of facilities and equipment

〇 Introduction of smart lighting
〇 Building new city-owned facilities with the ZEB (※) concept
〇 Promotion of EVs

6 Nasunogahara Green Project
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※ZEB=Net Zero Energy Building



③ Adaptation to Climate Change
〇 Involve citizens in the collection and analysis of 

climate change information and investigate close-to-home impacts
〇 Analyze and predict the city’s near-term climate change risks

④ Cross-cutting issues

〇 Promoting Regional ESG Finance through Green Finance
〇 Promoting behavior change among citizens and businesses, 

utilizing nudge theory. 

6 Nasunogahara Green Project
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Dissemination of detailed heat stroke information

〇 Improved forecast accuracy of solar power generation and spread detailed heat stroke 
information, by networking and remotely managing the installed LED road lights and 
environmental sensors. (1st in Japan)

〇 Financed through green finance.（2nd in Japan）

Centralized management 
through communication network

7 Introduction of smart lighting , use of green finance
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Nasushiobara City

Independently obtain and distribute heat stroke risk information

LED

Communication 
device

Environmental 
sensor
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For a large city area (593㎢), 
there were only two heat index 
sensors for the neighborhood

Environmental sensors were 
installed at 10 locations

in the city 
(in junior high school districts)



8 Establishment of new regional electric power companies
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Elementary school
Restaurants , offices

Home

Dairy Farming 
Facilities

Roadside station

New regional 
electric power 

companies

Aoki District

Waste treatment Plant Small hydro power 
plants 

Soccer fieldBiogas power 
plants 

9 Construction of Zero Carbon District:Aoki District
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〇 The goal is to create a “Zero Carbon District” that will realize decarbonization through local 
production and consumption of renewable energy and will supply power in the event of 
grid power outages such as disasters.
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10 Challenges for the future

① Introduction of renewable energy in 
harmony with local community

・Rapid expansion of solar power, which is 
relatively easy to introduce under the 
government’s FIT program

・Unregulated mega solar power generation 
with deforestation has become a problem

② Utilization of unused resources 
(livestock manure)

・Livestock manure is abundant

・Technically, electricity can be generated
utilizing biogas, but disposal of digestive
liquid is problematic (Only a small portion
can be spread on the fields)

③ Decarbonizing the Transportation 
Sector

・Decarbonization of automobiles in a 
car-dependent society

・How to spread EV charging stations and
hydrogen stations is a challenge

④ Heat utilization of renewable energy

・High potentiality but little utilization

・Low awareness, high cost of introduction, 
few operators with know-how



Nasushiobara City
Climate Change Countermeasure Division 

E-mail : nccac@city.nasushiobara.lg.jp


